
 
Veritable Playstation game ‘World’s Scariest Police Chases’ was released in 2001 
from Swedish company Unique Development Studios (UDS) (published by Activision).  
The first game (featuring retired Sheriff Jon Bunnell) was brilliant, but a little late in 
the Playstation lifecycle.  A Next-Gen version of the game was a tantalising prospect 
and the Dreamcast seemed the perfect place (being the first to release in the 128-bit 
machines).  Sadly it was not to be.  Rumours and screens were out by Sept 1999.  In 
June 2000 came the details...as the PS version it promised the most elaborate action 
ever seen in a cops and robbers title, a super replay facility, 75 missions and exclusive 
to the modem-enabled DC, a 2 player co-op or death match.  But by March 2001 the 
PS game was out and the DC game cancelled.  It became clear that Fox had shifted fo-
cus and this game was to fall by the wayside along with another 3 of their games 
(despite being already in playable form and probably mostly complete).  So, as if that 
wasn’t bad enough for such a sales-friendly title… 
 
The rights to WSPC had been bought by Vivendi and a sequel announced.  But in early 
2003, Vivendi announced the cancellation of World’s Scariest Police Chases 2 (not 
pictured).  This proposed driving game by England's Hotgen Studios was to “combine 
the tension and action of the original PS release, with game+graphic-engine upgrades 
to make use of the power of the 128-bit generation system”. It promised over 20 chal-
lenging police chases to take place in three virtual cities, involving over 50 different 
vehicles.   
 
Vivendi is Latin for ‘together’.  Sadly they don’t take their name seriously because they 
screwed another developer.  For two years, Dundee (Scotland) based Visual Sciences 
were hard at work on a ‘street racing’ game project called ‘Velocity’.  Quite what that 
was nobody knows outside of the company.  They had a reputation for racing games.  
In fact their lucky break came when Sony handed them F1 1998.  So they hurried it to-
gether after Reflections bailed out for the opportunity of doing Driver.   They later 
proved themselves on EA’s Console F1 games.  They had 90+ staff.  They had just 5 
months of development left for Velocity.  But in February 2006, Vivendi fired off an 
email to the VS boss and cancelled without explanation.  Sadly they weren’t cash rich 
and immediately had to close (in the previous August they also lost a contract to do a 
Carmageddon sequel, presumably for SCI).  Some found work as sub-contractors for 
artwork on Motorstorm.  Others didn’t.  Exactly what was Velocity?  Well Vivendi don’t 
own any decent IP’s for racing games, so maybe it was an original and new IP.  Or 
maybe based on one of the many tv/film IP’s they own. 
 
Cancelling WSPC wasn’t a huge problem for DC owners.  However the cancellation of 
the Colin McRae game for the Dreamcast was a huge blow...at a time when McRae 
games in the UK were at their peak.  CMR 2.0 was announced at E3 May 2001.  It was 
canned formally in the August.  It was another 2 years before a next-gen Mcrae game 
was launched. 
 
Following failure to secure a publishing deal on their first Rally game for the GB Col-
our (for which the press were full of praise), Raylight studios pushed ahead anyway 
and in 2001 developed GB Rally 2 Advance.  Presumably because they had grit and 
determination (and an empty bank)...so good on them. Sadly they also failed to get a 
publishing deal for this one...probably in light of the impending GT Advance 2 Rally 
from THQ, along with a million other sprite racers on GBA. On paper, GBR2 sounded 
good.  Deep exhalation everyone.  Curl your bottom lip around your lower teeth, close 
your eyes and shake your head a little.   
 
There....now brace yourself for some more… 
 
 
 

 
 

This just won’t end….  
 

     
 
 

 

Top to bottom:   
1 x PS1 WSPC  

2 x  Early Dreamcast screens for WSPC 
3 x Early Dreamcast screens for CMR 2.0 

1 x GBA game—looking great GB Rally 2:Advance  


